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Johnson widened his eyes and said, “Do you know who Harold is?!”

Jackie raised an eyebrow and replied, “Who cares about who Harold is?”

Johnson said, “Harold is someone who’s training in the Way of the

Phoenix Pill! Surely you know of that! In the whole outer valley, only
ten alchemists have managed to learn it! Harold is one of them!”

Johnson could not help but straighten his back when he said that. He
looked like he was incredibly proud. Jackie had naturally heard of the
Way of the Phoenix Pill before. In the courtyard, Lou had told them
about it.

The Way of the Phoenix Pill was the most valuable thing in Phoenix
Valley. It was the hardest and most valuable of any Ways of the Pill.

Anyone who was able to successfully learn it would have unlimited
potential. They would definitely be accomplished in the field of alchemy.
That was because the Way of the Phoenix Pill was way too tough.
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The runes condensed by the Way of the Phoenix Pill were much better
and more stable than others.

After hearing Johnson’s words, Jackie understood why that guy was so
arrogant. Turns out that he had learned the Way of the Phoenix Pill.

It seemed like that guy was somewhat talented. However, that talent
meant absolutely nothing to Jackie. Jackie remained calm, not reacting to
those words at all.



He nodded before he said, “What does being able to learn the Way of the

Phoenix Pill have anything to do with me? What does it have to do with

snatching the tasks of others?”
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That question stumped Johnson. It did not seem that related at all.
However, it was actually related. Harold was talented, so Harold would
be accomplished in the future.

No one wanted to offend someone who would definitely be successful in
the future. Harold used that point to steal the tasks of others. Everyone
else was forced to swallow their words and obediently hand over the
tasks.

That was why all the good tasks were taken away by people like Harold.
Everyone else was not willing to concede but had to when taking his
future into account.

Harold’s face was incredibly dark at that moment. He looked at Jackie
with an expression that got fiercer and fiercer. He wanted nothing more
than to just kill Jackie on the spot. “So you’re really insisting on looking
for trouble! Just you wait!”

Jackie looked right at him and replied, “Sure, I’ll wait for you. Are you
planning to fight

me? If you are, I’m willing to at any time!”

In terms of alchemy, Harold was definitely talented. However, Harold
was not that talented when it came to martial arts. Harold had only just
broken through to the middle stage of the innate level. In Jackie’s eyes,
he was an ant that could be killed at any time.



Jackie had already broken through to the spring solidifying realm, and he
was no ordinary one either. Harold was so angry that his whole body
shuddered, but he could not make a move there.

Threats or aggressive words were useless against Jackie. Instead, he had
ended up being infuriated by Jackie.
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Veins started to pop out in Harold’s eyes as he said, “Just you wait!
You’ll pay for what you said!”

After that, he pulled Johnson away and left in a huff. Looking at Harold’s
retreating back, Jackie still did not have much of an expression.

However, the discussions around them got louder and louder. “This guy
really isn’t afraid of anything. Harold is favored by elders thanks to his
talent.”
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“He’ll absolutely be targeted! Once Harold realizes his true potential, it
would be easy to deal with him!”

“Can’t he tell that none of us want to provoke Harold? Does he think that
he can really stand up against Harold till the end?”

“Doesn’t he know how powerful someone as talented as Harold will be
when he achieves his potential? Back then, there were plenty of idiots
who offended talented alchemists…



“After that, the alchemists would all torture and take revenge on all those
who had offended them before. The future is plain for all to see.”

“Just you wait. In just a few years, this kid will probably regret what he
did!”

No one bothered to hide their discussions
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from Jackie. He had heard everything that was said but did not have too
much of a reaction. Meanwhile, Rudy was pale with fear.

Normally, anyone would be more apprehensive when they were in an
unknown environment, not wanting to provoke anyone.

However, none of that seemed to matter when it came to Jackie.

Rudy was thoroughly convinced by Jackie at that point.
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He took a deep breath as he pulled at Jackie, “Jackie, what do you plan
on doing after this? He’ll definitely target you in the future! You might
not be able to take it when that happens.”

Jackie had a nonchalant look on his face, “By the time he can do anything,
many years would have passed. Who cares about that right now?”

After saying that, Jackie headed out. Rudy frowned, not knowing what to
say about



Jackie’s reaction. He admired Jackie’s courage but was speechless at his
idiocy.

After the two of them headed back to the courtyard, Jackie entered his
room toward the west. After closing the door, Jackie had Nash come out
of Mustard Seed.

After Nash was out, he could not help but lament how odd the world was.
Jackie had been doing well in West Cersei State when he was suddenly
flung to Middle Province. Nash had thought that Jackie would be at
Heavenly Pills for a while, but Jackie ended up in Phoenix Valley in just
a few days.

They did not know how long they would be in Phoenix Valley either.
Nash sighed, “I know you usually have a plan, but I have to ask you this.
What do you plan on doing next? How long are you planning on being in

Phoenix Valley?”

Jackie poured Nash a cup of tea before he said earnestly, “No matter
what, I have to become a seventh-grade alchemist before I

make my next plans. This place might be complicated, but as long as I
am talented. enough, there shouldn’t be any great dangers.”
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“That Harold guy will definitely cause you trouble,” Nash said with some
concern.

Jackie let out an uncaring laugh, “Was I supposed to just hand over the

task that I had claimed?”



Nash frowned somewhat helplessly. After thinking about Jackie’s
personality, he shook his head decisively. Jackie was not someone who
would do that. The two of them would definitely have some conflicts.

However, Jackie was never afraid of that. As long as Harold dared to
cause trouble, Jackie would teach him a lesson.

Jackie pulled out a chair and sat down, “Don’t worry, I’ll deal with this.”

Nash could only nod. He was of no help with this matter anyway. Early
the next day,

Jackie pushed open the door and walked out

with a cheerful look on his face.
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The moment he reached the sect, he was called by Rudy. That guy
seemed to be hiding while waiting for him. “Jackie, where are you
going?”

Jackie turned around with annoyance and replied, “Do you have nothing
better to do? Why did you come out the moment I did?”

Rudy pursed his lips awkwardly. He was not familiar with the place and
was afraid of getting himself into trouble. Rudy was already beginning to
admire Jackie, so whatever Jackie did, he would always follow behind.

When Jackie saw that he was not saying anything, Jackie said in
exasperation, “I fought with Harold yesterday, you should be avoiding
me to avoid any trouble. If he decides to target you after failing to get me,
you’ll be in trouble.”



Rudy’s slightly awkward smile froze on his face at Jackie’s words. Jackie
was right. If Harold did not want to or could not get to Jackie, then would
he not end up being the whipping boy?

Thinking about that, Rudy was suddenly hesitant. He did not want to end
up in that position. If that happened and Jackie decided not to save him,
then he was dead.
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He did not have Jackie’s skills or courage. The thought of retreating
away started to take root in Rudy’s heart. Jackie immediately knew what

was on Rudy’s mind when he saw Rudy’s expression.

He let out a cold smile.

That had been the result he wanted.

He did not want a dog constantly following him around.
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He averted his gaze and headed out. However, he had just taken two
steps when Rudy started following him again.

Jackie furrowed his eyebrows, as he turned around in annoyance, “Do
you really want

right?”

Jackie no longer knew what to say. Rudy was an idiot. If Jackie really
wanted to target Rudy, Rudy would not survive for more than a few days.



Rudy should have buried those thoughts in his own head, but he actually
said it to Jackie. That was not something any regular idiot would do. It
was something only someone incredibly idiotic would do.

Jackie spat out, “Can you please shut up?”

Hearing the impatience in Jackie’s tone, Rudy was forced to shut his
mouth. When the two of them arrived at the Elder Hall, Rudy could not
help but say, “Are you planning on going to the class in the Elder Hall?
Which Elder is giving a lecture today? You’re really taking on too much.
I thought that you would definitely try to complete your task after
claiming it.

“After all, there’s a time limit to completing

tasks. If you can’t complete it in a week,
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you’ll be fined.”
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Jackie nodded. He naturally knew that. It was because he knew that he

came on the second day.

He turned to look at Rudy as he said calmly, “Didn’t Lou mention it
yesterday? There are no classes today.”

Rudy was even more confused when he heard that. He could not help but
raise his head and look at Jackie earnestly, “You’re not here to attend any



classes? Then what are you here for? Did Lou really say that? How did

I forget it?”

Jackie was speechless as his lips twitched. That guy was not only
brainless, but he was also forgetful too. If it had been before, Jackie
would not have even been bothered to explain. However, he felt like
Rudy was too dumb, so he did not want to be too petty.

He then patiently explained, “Today is test

day. The main proctor today is Elder
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Rudy’s eyes widened, feeling like he could not understand what Jackie
was planning on doing. Ever since entering Phoenix Valley, he noticed
that Jackie seemed to be in a hurry to rush everything. It felt like Jackie
was all over the place as well, he was clueless about what Jackie was
planning on doing.

He said doubtfully, “You came here to take the test? Did you come to be

tested? Why are you planning on joining the test? You’ve never even

taken part in any of Elder Eliot’s classes before, and you dare to take part
in his test?

“It’s not like Lou has never mentioned it before. Elder Eliot is famous for
being strict. If you take part in his test and your results aren’t good,
you’ll be pulled out individually to be berated. Aren’t you afraid of
embarrassing yourself?”

Jackie glanced at Rudy and replied, “Since I’ve dared to come and take
the test, how could I be afraid of not doing well. Could you just think



with your head? You are fixated on the consequences of me not doing

well, but why don’t you think about the rewards I would get if I did do
well?”
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Rudy furrowed his eyebrows, thinking for a moment before he answered,
“I remember now. Lou mentioned it yesterday. If you pass the test, the
first fifty places will be able to get two batches of materials for any
sixth-grade pill! The first thirty will get an additional batch!”

After Rudy said that, he suddenly realized why Jackie wanted to
participate in the test. He widened his eyes as he looked at Jackie in
disbelief, not able to say anything for a while.

He noticed that he did not understand Jackie even more. “How could you

be so bold?! Do you think you’ll definitely be in the top fifty?

“You want to take part in the test so you can get the materials needed to
refine the Green Sun Pill for free?”

Jackie nodded, looking at Rudy with praise. That had indeed been his
plan. After Lou told him about it the day before, he had already planned
on taking the test.

If he bought it himself, he would need quite a few spirit crystals to buy

the materials. Since there was a chance to get it for free, he would
naturally take part in the test.

When Jackie admitted it, Rudy widened his eyes in surprise and said, “I
really don’t know what to say! Are you really that capable or are you just
that brave?



“You don’t even know what kind of questions Elder Eliot will ask. Are
you so sure you’ll be able to place in the top fifty? There are at least a

hundred participants in this test. It’s even possible everyone will be a part
of it. To be in the top fifty out of two hundred…”

Jackie was not surprised at how shocked Rudy was. He merely nodded
and did not say anything else. Rudy took a deep breath as he gave Jackie
a thumbs up.
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“The top fifty… If it were me, I wouldn’t even dare to think about it.
You actually have that kind of courage… The ones who are able to get
into the top fifty might not be the most skilled, but are probably the most
talented!”

Jackie nodded, not saying anything as usual. When Rudy looked at

Jackie, he did not know what else to say.

Strength and talent can sometimes be tied together, and sometimes they
must be separated. For example, in this assessment, the two should be
separated.

Someone who had already learned the Way of the Pill for a long time
would naturally be more skilled, and be able to condense even more pill
runes. Those who were talented might be unable to condense as many pill
runes due to their lack of experience.

However, since they were talented, the pill

runes they condensed were better in quality. That was the difference
between skill and talent.
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Elder Eliot’s test was not a test to see how skilled a person was. It was
not to see how many pill runes one could condense. Instead, it was a test
to measure the talent of that person.

What was the quality of the pill runes a person could condense? Would

they manage to achieve fifty percent refinement?

“You really are confident…” Rudy could not help but lament.

Jackie frowned. That brat had been trying to say that Jackie did not have
that much talent, but was going to try anyway. From the start, Jackie had
not been bothered by Rudy, but he could no longer stand it.
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Rudy had been mocking him from the start. He turned to look at Rudy
and said, “Why don’t you participate in this test with me. Then you’ll
know whether or not I’m confident.”

When Rudy heard that, his expression changed. Jackie had that courage,
but he did not. He had heard about what kind of temper certain elders had
before.

Lou had earnestly answered the question. Elder Eliot is the elder who has
the worst temper. When he saw any disciples with lackluster talents, he
would berate them on the spot.

If he decided to participate in Elder Eliot’s test before even attending a
single class, Elder Eliot would definitely berate him viciously if he

failed.



Then, he would just be humiliated in front of everyone. Yet, if he did not
follow Jackie in, Rudy would feel a little unhappy.

He knew that he was no match for Jackie and that Jackie was more
talented, but he was not willing to admit to that fact.

Jackie saw that brat’s hesitant look and decided against saying anything
more. He merely raised an eyebrow at Rudy before turning around and

heading into the Elder Hall.

Rudy was incredibly conflicted. After a long time, he finally stomped his
feet and followed Jackie into the Elder Hall.

The Elder Hall was already full of people. After scanning the
surroundings, Rudy was sure that there were at least a hundred and fifty
people present. That meant that there were at least that many participants
in the test.
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Only the top fifty had the right to earn the materials.

After seeing so many people, Rudy felt himself going a little numb. He
looked up at Jackie in front of him, but Jackie merely continued moving
forward until he found a clean mat.

Other than the large stone pillars in the

hall, the hall was also filled with old mats everywhere. Most of the mats
had people sitting on them. Only in the outer rims were there empty
spots.



The mat Jackie sat on was at the edge. There was still an empty mat
beside him. Rudy thought about it for a moment before sitting on it as
well.

He did not know what was wrong with him. He kept insisting on
following Jackie to see how strong Jackie was. Even though he might be
humiliated in front of everyone, he felt like it was no longer a problem.
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